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Age Rating
4+
Apps in this category do not contain restricted content.

9+
Apps in this category may contain mild or occasional cartoon, fantasy or real-life violence, as well as occasional or mild adult, sexually suggestive or horrifying content and may not be suitable for children under 9 years of age.

12+
Apps in this category may contain occasional mild indecent language, frequent or intense cartoon or real-life violence, minor or occasional adult or sexually suggestive material, and simulated gambling, and may be for children under 12 years of age.

17+
You must be at least 17 years old to access this App.
Apps in this category may contain frequent and intense offensive language; Frequent and intense cartoon, fantasy or realistic violence: frequent and intense adult, scary and sexually suggestive subjects: as well as sexual content, nudity, tobacco, alcohol and drugs, may not be suitable for children under 17 years of age.
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About Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow
Fluix is a no-code cloud platform that helps companies to digitize field documents and automate routine tasks -- lightweight and easy to use from day one!

400+ Global Medium & Large Companies: Construction | Renewable energy | Transportation | Logistics | Facilities Management | Healthcare | Insurance 

Customers: Siemens Gamesa, Zurich Insurance, Roche, BMW, SAS, Vestas

4.9+ million PDF forms routed - online & offline
fill out checklists
submit work orders
sign contracts
capture customer signatures
approve purchase orders, timesheets, safety reports, etc.
perform audits
analyze the collected field data 
generate reports

--FEATURES-- 
Mobile Forms App
- Fill out, annotate, sign and dispatch mobile forms on the go, even without internet connection
- Automate your recurring tasks 
- Easily track the completion of all digital documents, forms, checklists, manuals, and reports
- Collect your customers’ legally binding electronic signatures
- Build your own work orders, logs, checklists, 

Workflows & Integrations
- Assign regular tasks to team members, providing them with the detailed job descriptions and attached forms and manuals they need to perform their jobs

- Integrate with cloud storage of your choice: Box, Google Drive, Office 365, G Suite, Dropbox
- Ensure secure document distribution, sharing and syncing for remote teams
- Guarantee confidentiality and privacy control of sensitive data

Analytics & Reporting
- Track your team activity in real-time
- Analyze the collected field data and visualize it with data intelligence tools (PowerBI, Tableau, etc.)
- Provide visibility into the field by identifying productivity pitfalls, process bottlenecks, and potential project delays


Show More
Show Less





What's New in the Latest Version 3.18
Last updated on Feb 28, 2024
Old Versions

Introducing Fluix Dynamic Forms - mobile-friendly digital forms that enable fast data collection, completion, and submission from any device, while maintaining an adaptive layout that adjusts to different screen sizes.


Show More
Show Less



Version History
3.18
Feb 28, 2024

Introducing Fluix Dynamic Forms - mobile-friendly digital forms that enable fast data collection, completion, and submission from any device, while maintaining an adaptive layout that adjusts to different screen sizes.

3.17.4
Feb 7, 2024

– User interface improvements


3.17.3
Dec 21, 2023

Stability improvements.

3.17.2
Dec 12, 2023

Stability improvements.

3.17.1
Nov 20, 2023

Fixed the issue upon image selection

3.17
Nov 6, 2023

Fixed app crash upon image selection

3.16
Oct 16, 2023

- Introducing Files to Review that allows adding files of various formats to the task, sharing, reviewing, and managing them with other participants within the flow
- Improvements for working in offline mode

3.15.1
Sep 22, 2023

Added changes to the registration flow


3.15
Jul 31, 2023

- Added the Form Filling Suggestions to allow users to enter data into the form much faster
- Streamlined the task initiation flow with a more intuitive navigation
- Stability improvements

3.14.1
May 12, 2023

Stability improvements


3.14
Apr 28, 2023

- Added the ability to select Guest user recipients directly from the user’s device
- Added the ability to report an issue when the document got stuck in Outgoing
- Redesigned the Settings section and added the Tasks App Guide
- Updated the Actions dialog in the PDF Viewer in Documents
- Sync process and stability improvements

3.13
Jan 11, 2023

- Taskstreams: Added What’s New section
- Taskstreams: Added ability to reassign tasks to individuals
- Taskstreams: Added ability to Copy, Edit, and Delete Notes
- Added Siri Shortcuts
- Sync process improvements

3.12.3
Oct 6, 2022

Stability improvements

3.12.2
Sep 30, 2022

Stability improvements

3.12.1
Sep 28, 2022

Stability improvements

3.12
Sep 21, 2022

1. Taskstreams improvements:
 - User Notes in Forms
 - Ability to add geotag and timestamp to images
 - Ability to add geolocation to the Text fields
2. Ability to pause sync of Templates and Company Drive sections and related folders
3. Sync process improvements

3.11.1
Jul 13, 2022

- Fixed the issue related to adding the photo to the document
- Improved the Dark Mode functionality

3.11
Jun 22, 2022

- Released the Dark mode
- Added the ability to create a copy of the Completed documents
- Made annotations and comments visible in the Completed forms
- Added signer’s email, date and time to the handwritten signatures

3.10
Mar 31, 2022

- Released Global search to allow finding files faster
- Added the Barcode scanner to the Taskstreams
- Sync process improvements

3.9.1
Feb 4, 2022

Stability and performance improvements

3.9
Jan 27, 2022

- Added the ability to merge the workflow documents
- Updated the options for viewing the PDFs
- Fixed the issue when a dropdown couldn’t be opened upon tapping
- Security improvements

3.8.1
Dec 9, 2021

Stability and security improvements

3.8
Nov 25, 2021

- Made it possible to open files from Outgoing
- Started showing account and user name in the app
- Fixed freeze image picker in PDF
- iOS 15 Compatibility fixes
- TaskStreams: Added Overview tab

3.7
Sep 13, 2021

- Upgraded functionality in TaskStreams
- Stability improvements

3.6
May 24, 2021

Introducing Fluix Taskstreams! Have all your to-do list items at hand. Сheck out web forms attached to specific tasks. Focus on your work and not on where the needed materials are located. (Functionality is enabled on a company level)
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Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow FAQ
How to download Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow if it’s not available in your country?





Click here to learn how to download Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow in restricted country or region.


What's the minimum requirements to run Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow?





Check the following list to see the minimum requirements of Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow.
iPhone
Requires iOS 16.0 or later.

iPad
Requires iPadOS 16.0 or later.





What language does Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow support?





Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow supports English, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Norwegian Bokmål





Fluix - Docs & Task Workflow Alternative
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Fleet.Net Mobile App9.9



PhotoGram - Powerful Photo Editor + FX Effects9.9
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Take Note - Pocket Edition9.9



Pocket Tie Guide Pro9.9



RM Interiors Installations9.9
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LinkedIn: Network & Job Finder8.1



Indeed Job Search9.5
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Get more from Readdle Technologies Limited





Documents - File Manager & VPN

Scanner Pro・Scan PDF Documents

PDF Expert – Edit, Sign PDFs

Spark Mail + AI: Email Inbox

PDF Expert - Editor & Reader

Calendars: Planner & Organizer

Calendars 5 by Readdle

Spark Classic – Email App
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